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Structure of presentation

• What is a sustainable urban 
mobility plan (SUMP)?

• Why is SUMP needed?
• What does it mean in 

practice?
• A few experiences
• Skills and capacities needed 

for SUMP
• How SUMPs might adapt to 

new forms of mobility
• Some resources and tools for 

SUMP development
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What is SUMP?

Source: EU SUMP Guidelines, 2014

“A Sustainable Urban 
Mobility Plan is a 
strategic plan designed to 
satisfy the mobility needs 
of people and businesses 
in cities and their 
surroundings for a better 
quality of life. It builds on 
existing planning 
practices and takes due 
consideration of 
integration, participation, 
and evaluation 
principles.”

A scheme developed as part of Vienna’s SUMP

Manage transport 
system (don’t just 
build infrastructure) to 
achieve wider societal 
objectives and realise 
city’s wider vision
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More interestingly, why do we need 
SUMPs? 

Consequences of the ‘Predict’ and ‘Provide’ 
approach 
• Longer  journey times and congestion 
• Increased greenhouse gas emissions
• Poor air quality
• Poor health  - obesity, poor mental health / 

stress, cardiovascular diseases etc
• Car dominated city centres and 

neighbourhoods   
• Accidents, deaths, injuries 
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To me, core to SUMP: making sure 
we manage transport to achieve 
wider objectives
Making sure transport contributes to:
• Improved air quality (local and global)
• Improved quality of life
• Reduced congestion/improved accessibility to what people 

need
• Improve social inclusion
• Improved safety
• Improved economy of our city
• Improved attractiveness of (public) space
• Improved micro-accessibility e.g. PT easy to use if disabled
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Structure of SUMP

Problem analysis – but not necessarily a model
Objective setting, targets, indicators

Approaches/measures for each “mode”

Public consultation
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The famous Sustainable Urban Mobility 
Plan (SUMP) process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Worth having a short discussion with the group here:  do we have to stick to this circle?  If we don’t, what will happen?  Is monitoring and target setting in the right place here?  Are the right activities together? My feeling is that thinking about M&E should come earlier in the cycle as well as where it is shown here.
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But what does this mean in practice?

Common ideas about SUMP SUMP in practice
Everyone has to sell their cars Some people use their car less

No more building new roads Looking at cheaper options first but maybe build a road if 
it’s the best way to achieve your objectives

No more building any new 
transport infrastructure

Think about what you want to achieve (safety? Better 
environment?  Better economy?) and then choose the 
measures that will achieve these objectives.  Think 
before building something

SUMP stops people from travelling 
– it wants to reduce mobility

About ensuring accessibility so that people can get the 
things they need

It’s only about the environment It’s about environment, safety, quality of life, green 
space, economic growth – and about how transport helps 
us to achieve these things

We’ll all be riding bikes by next 
year

Slowly changing travel patterns over several years so 
there’s a bit less car use

<Event> • <Date> • <Location> • <Speaker>
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And it means planning for people – not just for 
transport planners/traffic engineers 
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What can be achieved?

Cities all over Europe have transformed 
themselves into much more sustainable 
and liveable places through integrated, 
strategic and long-term transport planning

These videos summarise the SUMP process and how it has 
transformed cities 
http://www.eltis.org/resources/videos/sustainable-urban-mobility-plans-part-1
http://www.eltis.org/resources/videos/sustainable-urban-mobility-plans-part-2
http://www.eltis.org/resources/videos/sustainable-urban-mobility-plans-part-3

http://www.eltis.org/resources/videos/sustainable-urban-mobility-plans-part-1
http://www.eltis.org/resources/videos/sustainable-urban-mobility-plans-part-2
http://www.eltis.org/resources/videos/sustainable-urban-mobility-plans-part-3
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Quality of Life and Mobility Policy

www.mercer.com
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Can a city change its face – and its 
economy?

Ph
ot
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ity
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en

t

the 80ies
today

Since SUMP implemented:

• Population decline 
reversed – people 
moving back into city –
5% population increase 
1999-2008

• Investment per person 
20% above regional 
average

• Growth in new firms 
25% above regional 
average 

(source – www.gent.be) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mobility Plans in Gent, Flanders, Belgium, an industrial, university and historic city of around 350,000 that is also a major port.1987: “circulation” plan for the inner city1997: Mobility plan for the Inner city2003: Comprehensive Mobility Plan (SUMP) for the whole cityAbout 15 years ago, the Gent City Centre Mobility Plan injected a new dynamism into the historic centre of Gent. A pedestrian zone was established with space for cyclists and public transport, allowing the Gent city centre to become the setting for numerous cultural,sports and commercial activities.  The pedestrian zone covers 35 hectares and was created in part by moving on-street parking into underground car parks.  The SUMP concentrated primarily on dealing with problems in the city centre and inner city, plus on creating a better cycle network.  The public transport operator is not controlled by the city but it has improved service over this period and extended one of the city’s tramlines by around 1,5km to a new park and ride (although park and ride is not heavily used due to the large amount of parking in the city centre).  The city invested considerable amounts in traffic management to cut through traffic in residential areas, in traffic calming and in extending parking management on-street to deter commuters from parking there.

http://www.gent.be/
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Implementation with the public in mind

Active information to the public about the adaption of the railway station

Source: Project Gent Sint-Pieters, www.projectgentsintpieters.be/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gent, Belgium: Actively informing the public about the adaptation of the railway stationIn 2007, the city of Gent, together with five project partners, launched a large-scale project to adapt the main railway station Gent Sint-Pieters and its surroundings to the needs of the 21st century. By 2020, the area should be transformed into an accessible and comfortable area for living and working, with good intermodal connections. This project has an enormous impact, not only on the surrounding neighbourhoods, but on the whole city and its inhabitants. The city installed an information point that organises extensive communication to, and participation of, citizens, both in the planning and the implementation phase.When a new phase of the work is due to begin, the residents of the affected neighbourhoods receive a “resident’s letter” to inform them of the work at hand and the inconvenience that it might cause. Three times a year, a project newsletter is inserted in the city magazine, which every citizen of Gent receives for free. Copies of the newsletter are also available for travellers in the railway station. The project has its own visually attractive website, www.projectgentsintpieters.be . It provides project news, reports of public meetings, pictures and videos of the work, maps of temporary bus stops, maps of temporary pedestrian and cycling facilities… Twice a year, the public is invited for a visit to the construction site. It is an occasion for citizens to see the work close up and to receive more explanation from the information point, the project partners and the engineers. On each visit, 400 to 800 people are allowed to participate in small groups. These visits are tremendously popular and very quickly fully booked.Occasionally, 7000 families from the surrounding neighbourhoods are invited to an information market on certain aspects of the project. At these events, people can ask questions, see pictures and maps and watch a project presentation. With the support of the CiViTAS programme, a 3D model was developed to show what the station area will look like in the future.For people who wish to be involved more actively, “dialogue cafés” are organised to discuss certain aspects of the project, within the practical and legal boundaries that are made clear at the beginning of the meeting. In May 2011, a special participation round will be held in schools to collect the input of youngsters – a stakeholder group that has not been very involved to date.The information point is manned by five (almost) full-time staff members. It has a budget of 365,000 EUR per year (staff and operational costs). All costs are divided equally among the project partners.Source: Sarah Martens, Mobiel 21 based on input from Information Point project Gent Sint-Pieters – Gisèle Rogiest.
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Ljubljana
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Ljubljana
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Economic and health benefits

Excerpts from the Copenhagen 
Green Accounts 2012 report.
Image source: City of Copenhagen

Copenhagen

SOCIO-ECONOMICS

Gain to society per extra km 
travelled by bicycle in Copenhagen 

Cost to society per extra km 
travelled by car in Copenhagen 

HEALTH BENEFITS 
OF CYCLING

Reduction of mortality for adults who 
cycle to and from work every day

Value of health benefits from cycling 
in Copenhagen (DKK)

All of Copenhagen haave 
access to a bicycle

2012 Copenhageners owned approximately 650,000 bicycles and 125,000 
cars, corresponding to 5.2 bicycles for each car

Primary mode of transport for trips to work or educaion in he City of Copenhagen, 1996-2012

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These graphics are taken from the City of Copenhagen’s annual Cycle Monitoring and Green Accounts report.  They show how data can be presented in an attractive and accessible way.
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Krakow (PL)

• Improvements to bus and tram stops, to PT, to pedestrian 
environment, parking management in context of wider strategy

• Policy objectives – safety, security, health, social inclusion, tourism

Photo: Maciej Michnej
Photo: ELTIS / Harry Schiffer
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Improvements to PT in Krakow

Before

After

Street separators
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Nottingham (England)

Bus and tram patronage in Greater Nottingham

Trajectory                   Actual
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Achievements: York (England)

Achievements 2001-2006: 
• Bus patronage growth of 

45%
• Peak-hour urban traffic 

lower than 1999 levels 
• A high quality Park & Ride 

service
• A 10% increase in non-car 

modes for trips to the city 
centre at peak times 

• Over 20% reduction in 
road accidents Source: City of York council, www.york.gov.uk/transport/ltp/ltp1/delivery/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
York – historic university city of 90,000 peopleVery successful city for jobs, tourism and retailingAs part of SUMP:Strict parking policyPark and rideHigh quality buses on simplified network with simple fares structurePedestrianised, high quality city centreReduction in road capacity in city centre-----------------------------------------------------The key achievements of the LTP were: Over £15m of private sector investment in a replacement bus fleet A high quality Park & Ride service, which has experienced passenger growth from 1.1 to 2.6 million passengers per year Bus patronage growth of 45% Peak-hour urban traffic lower than 1999 levels A 10% increase in non-car modes for trips to the city centre at peak times Achieving the status of the UK’s top cycling city (ERCDT assessment 2004) with cycling levels well above the national average A state of the art Traffic Management System with the pioneering Traffic Congestion Management System (TCMS) and Bus Location Information Sub-System (BLISS) systems Over 20% reduction in road accidents, thereby being on-track to achieve the government’s road traffic accident reduction targets for 2010 A doubling of the number of children cycling to school (to 11%) Significant improvements in the condition of roads and footways http://www.york.gov.uk/transport/ltp/ltp1/delivery/
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Vitoria Gasteiz Spain SUMP impacts
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Common barriers in  SUMP 
development?

• Organisational roles and responsibilities – internal buy in
• Political commitment
• Poor integration between policies and plans eg land-use 

and transport
• Limited resources and skills (capacity building)
• Funding for implementation
• Limited public and stakeholder support
• Lack of data or resources for monitoring and evaluation 
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Capacity and people skills

• Takes time and people 
resource

• Don’t expect to do 
everything in your own 
organisation

• Use EU, special national 
projects to buy in expertise

• Get advice from bigger/more 
specialised organisations
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Collaboration needed in SUMP –
between different organisations – how?
Recommendations for effective collaboration 
(from Petterson and Hrelja, 2017)

• Shared understanding of purpose 
and benefits

• Early participation
• Clear objectives and 

responsibilities, roles and 
capacities (within and among 
organisations)

• Delegate power to the individuals
representing the organisations 

• Raise difficult issues early
• Sufficient resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(See the following on a continuum of informal to formal  cooperation and loosely to tightly defined outcome – so these are more necessary in a formal cooperation with tightly defined outcome) (do a plot of our cases on these axes for the presentation)
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The move of the private sector into 
mobility services – how to cope?

• Private sector innovating new modes 
and services e.g.:
• (Shared) ridesourcing
• Free floating carsharing and bikesharing
• Peer to peer car and parking sharing

• But – limited motivation for them to 
integrate with other modes and 
services?

• Need to protect their income/revenue
• Unlikely to become part of multimodal 

system unless public authorities play 
leading role, set framework
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There are plenty of resources 
available

European Platform on SUMPs | www.eltis.org/mobility-plans

CIVITAS PROSPERITY | www.sump-network.eu

CIVITAS SUITS | www.suits-project.eu

CIVITAS SUMPs-Up | www.sumps-up.eu

ADVANCE | www.eu-advance.eu

CH4LLENGE | www.sump-challenges.eu

ENDURANCE | www.epomm.eu/endurance

EVIDENCE | www.evidence-project.eu

Poly-SUMP | www.poly-sump.eu

Urban Transport Roadmaps | www.urban-transport-roadmaps.eu

CIVITAS e-courses | www.civitas.eu

http://www.eltis.org/mobility-plans
http://www.sump-network.eu/
http://www.suits-project.eu/
http://www.sumps-up.eu/
http://www.eu-advance.eu/
http://www.sump-challenges.eu/
http://www.epomm.eu/endurance
http://www.evidence-project.eu/
http://www.poly-sump.eu/
http://www.urban-transport-roadmaps.eu/
http://www.civitas.eu/
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ELTIS a good source of information and 
the best practice

http://www.eltis.org/mobility-plans/sump-concept

SOLUTIONS webinar: Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans (64 mins long)

It is a questionnaire about 
the SUMP development 
process and enables 
planning authorities to 
measure their progress 
towards a genuine 
Sustainable Urban 
Mobility Plan.

http://www.eltis.org/mobility-plans/sump-concept
http://www.eltis.org/
http://www.eltis.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ABGGCv4dTM
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Some Guidelines and courses on key 
challenges / SUMP components

Guidelines can be 
downloaded at 
www.sump-challenges.eu/kits

Online Training courses on 
these challenges available
https://www.mobility-
academy.eu/course/index.php
?categoryid=4

Other SUMP related online 
courses / webinars
https://www.mobility-
academy.eu/course/

<Event> • <Date> • <Location> • <Speaker>

http://www.sump-challenges.eu/kits
https://www.mobility-academy.eu/course/index.php?categoryid=4
https://www.mobility-academy.eu/course/
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CIVITAS Urban Mobility Tool Inventory -
An online database of over 100 tools 

Urban Transport Roadmaps tool (training session 3)
www.urban-transport-roadmaps.eu
A quantitative tool to support developing of scenarios, setting 
priorities and targets, developing effective packages of measures in 
the SUMP planning cycle

SMP fact-based mobility planning tool (EN)
http://www.wbcsdsmp.org
Tool to support cities developing fact-based and integrated 
sustainable urban mobility plans based on the 19 sustainable 
mobility Indicators

http://civitas.eu/tool-inventory

http://www.urban-transport-roadmaps.eu/
http://www.wbcsdsmp.org/
http://civitas.eu/tool-inventory
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Prof Tom Rye

Transport Research Institute
Edinburgh Napier University
5 Colinton Rd | SCOTLAND 
www.napier.ac.uk | t.rye@napier.ac.uk

http://www.napier.ac.uk/
mailto:t.rye@napier.ac.uk
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www.sump-network.eu
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